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- Founded in 1974 as IPAMS
- 300 member companies
- Represents independents on federal issues
- Promotes environmentally responsible development
Immediate Proactive Reductions Working Group Goals

- Develop a list of voluntary actions for high ozone days
- Ensure industry can take credit for actions taken now
Work Product

• Table of emission reduction efforts each company is willing to implement in Winter if given advance notice
• Table of emission reduction efforts each company is willing to implement if credits are given by EPA/UDAQ
  ▪ Further Develop list of Best Management Practices
Outcomes

• Producers are aware of ULEND OGI camera program, but have their own
• Temporary measures during high ozone prediction is doable, but length of inversion is a problem.
• New companies signed up for alerts
• Our goals are same as 2013 UDAQ effort
Questions for other groups

• Is it possible to prevent a future Moderate designation?
• Can groups be combined?
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